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! ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

June 29, 1989

1CAN068913

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-137
Washington, D. C. 20555

SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-313
License No. DPR-51
Licensee Event Report No. 50-313/89-020-00

Gentlemen:

In accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv), attached is the subject
report concerning the manual actuation of an emergency feedwater
pump necessitated by feedwater flow diversion through feedwater
heater tube leaks and a feedwater recirculation valve,

Very truly yours,

E. C. Ewing
General Manager,
Plant Support

ECE:JDJ:sgw
attachment

cc w/att: Regional Administrator
Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

IINP0 Records Center
1500 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
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FACILITY NAME (1) Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit One IDOCKET NUMBER (2) IPAGE (3)
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TITLE (4) Manual Actuation of Emergency feedwater Pump Nocessitsted by Feedwater Flow Diversion
through Feedwater Heater Tube Leaks and a Feedwater Recirculation Valve
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On May 30, 1989, with the reactor near hot shutdown conditions, operators were reducing the water !inventory in the 'B' Once-Through Steam Generator (OTSG) to low level limits. Leakage past the 'B'
startup feedwater control valve had necessitated opening FW-88, a feedwater recirculation valve to
the main condenser. Feedwater was being supplied by the Auxiliary (startup) Feedwater Puap P75.
As 'B' OTSG approached low level limits (27.5 inches), the 'B' startup valve automatically opened
as designed and P75 discharge pressure began falling. Levels in both OTSGs also were decreasing.
Efforts to restore OSTG 1evels by closing the P75 recirculation valve were not successful. Therefore, j
at 0126 hours .garators manually started Emergency Feedwater Pump P78 to restore OTSG inventory. i
Approximately three minutes later P78 was sacured. The loss of normal feedwater flow from P75 was
determined to have been caused by feedwater tube leaks in the EIA feedwater heat exchanger combined
with the diversion of flow through FW-8B. Adequate OTSG water levels and decay heat removal were ;
maintained throughout the event. After closing FW-88, operators were able to maintain OTSG l
levels using P75 with the 'A'' startup valve in manual control until E1A could be bypassed at 0320 j
hours. Repairs of the E1A tube leaks were completed June 1,1989. i
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TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

A. Plant Stat.s

At the time of this event, Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit One (ANO-1) was approaching hot shutdown
conditions during a maintenance outage. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) [AB] pressure was 2285 psig
for an elevated pressure test (normal RCS pressure is 2155 psig) and RCS temperature was approximately
$15 degrees Fahrenheit.

B. Event Description

On May 30,1989, ANO-1 was approaching hot shutdown conditions during a maintenance outage.
During a heatup, the Once-Through Steam Generator (OTSG) water levels are initially maintained
manually at 185 inches and then allowed to decrease to low level limits (approximately 27.5
inches) by placing the startup feedwater control valves [SJ-FCV) in automatic control and
steaming to the main condenser. At 0120 hours, just prior to this event, the ' A' OTSG was at low
level limits. The level in 'B' OTSG, however, was still decreasing to low level limits as the
'B' startup control valve was apparently allowing feedwater leakag9 past the valve seat.
Feedwater recirculation valve FW-8B [SJ-V] (located downstream of the 'B' startup valve) had been
throttled open slightly to prev 6nt the leakage from feeding the 3' OTSG, and the OTSG 1evel was
approaching low level limits, at which point the startup valve usuld automatically open as
necessary to maintain the OTSG 1evel. Feedwater was being supplied by the Auxiliary (startup)
Feedwater (AFW) Pump P75 [SJ+P].

At approximately 0125 hours, control room operators observed 'B' OTSG 1evel at low level limits
arid still decreasing. The 'B' startup valve had opened much farther than normally necessary to
maintain low level limits, the level in 'A' OTSG was starting to decrease even though the 'A'
startup control valve was responding appropriately, and the discharge pressure of AFW Pump P75 was
decreasing from a normal pressure of approximately 1200 psig to less than 600 psig. (OTSG presture
was approximately 895 psig.) Efforts to restore P75 discharge pressure by closing the P75 recirculation
valve were unsuccessful, and at 0126 hours operators manually started the Emergency Feedwater
(EFW) motor-driven pump P7B [BA-P] and took manual control of the EFW OTSG feed control valves to
restore levels in both OTSGs. Levels in the OTSGs were restored prior to reaching the EFW automatic
actuation setpoint (less then 14.5 inches'0TSG water level for greater than two seconds). When
P78 was stopped approximately three minutes later, OTSG 1evels had increcsed to greater than 50
inches. (The startup valves closed automatically when OTSG 1evels exceeded low level limits.)
During this time the high level alarm for high pressurs feedwater heat exchanger E1A (SJ-HX]
annunciated. Operators noted that the E1A high level alarm cleared shortly after the A startup
control valve closed automatically. Feedwater recirculation valve FW-8B was ciosed, and operators
closely monitored feedwater heater levels and P75 d'.schargi pressure as OTSG 1evels were reduced
to low level limits. As the 'A' startup valve automatically opened, P75 discharge pressure
dropped and the E1A high level alarm annunciated, indicating feedwater tube leaks in the E1A
feedwater heat exchanger, which is downstream of the 'A' startup valve. The combined loss of OTSG
feedwater flow through the ElA tube leaks and through FW-8B to the main condenser had rendered P75
unable to provide sufficient discharge pressure and flow to the OTSGs. With FW-8B and the P75
recirculation valve closed, operators were able to maintain OTSG 1evels by placing the 'A' startup

control valve in manual and open approximately 20 to 25 percent until the E1A feedwater heat
exchanger was bypassed at 0320 hours and the startup control valve returned to automatic control.

C. Safety Significance

The Emergency Feedwater System performed as dec1gned when P78 was manually started to maintain
OTSG 1evels. No malfunctions of safety related equipment occurred. The reactor was subcritical
and remained suberitical throughout the transient. Adequate OTSG water levels and decay heat
removal were maintained throughout the event.

D. Root Cause

The root cause of this event was the combination of tube failures in feedwater heat exchanger E1A
and the Seaking 'B' startup control valve which had necessitated opening FW-8B. When the 'B' startup
valve opened to maintain low level limits in 'B' OTSG, P75 rauld not provide sufficient discharge
pressure and flow to both OTSGs because of the leaking EIA > <bes and the flow diverted through
FW-88 to the main condenser. i
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E. Basis for Deportability

As the Emergency Feedwater System is considered to be an Engineered Safety Feature, this event
resulted in the manual actuation of an ESF and is therefore reported in accordance with
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv).

The NRC Operations Center was notified of this event May 30, 1989, at 0237 hours in accordance
with 10CFR50.72(b)(2)(11).

F. Corre:tive Actions

At 0320 hours feedwater heater E1A was bypassed to prevent feedwater flow diversion through the
broken tubes. Repairs on EIA were completed Jene 1, 1989.

Repairs of the leaking 'B' startup valve are expected to be complated during the next scheduled
ANO-1 outage in December 1989.

6, Additional Information

No similar events have been reported.

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) udes are identified in the text as [XXJ.
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